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(OPTIONAL)
Photo Receptacle
P Sensor

, Photo Receptacle will be installed on the cover of
xtur
Fit the pins of P Sensor to Photo Receptacle, insert
and rotate P
Sensor to proper posi on.
Verif
Make sure all the
connec ons
done and
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the xture witch n the power supply and cover sensor, wait
xture
turn on.

5 seconds, the

STEP 1:

Make the following lectrical onnec ons:
a. Connect INPUT GROUND conductor to
b. Connect INPUT VOLTAGE conductor
.
c. Connect INPUT NEUTRAL conductor

STEP 2:

Make sure all excess input wires are pushed into pole, screws are
ghtened.

STEP 3:

Close cover by rmly pushing cover towards xture, making sure
that no wires are pinched and ealing gasket fully engaged.

STEP 1:

Make the following lectrical onnec ons:
a. Connect INPUT POSITIVE(+) conductor to RED WIRE posi on
of the terminal block or POSITIVE(+) conductor of LED driver.
b. Connect INPUT NEGATIVE(-) conductor to BLACK WIRE
posi on of the terminal block or NEGATIVE(-) conductor of
LED driver.

TERMINAL BLOCK
POSITIVE(+)

+

POSITIVE(+)
RED

NEGATIVE(-)

-

NEGATIVE(-)
BLACK

LED DRIVER

STEP 2:

Make sure all excess input wires are pushed into pole, screws are
ghtened.

STEP 3:

Close cover by rmly pushing cover towards xture, making sure
that no wires are pinched and ealing gasket fully engaged.

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other household wastes To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from
uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please use
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LED Area Light Adapters

Connecting Adaptor to
small diameter poles

ZWB-ConAdap

Cross Arm - 2 lights on 1 pole

Arm = 500mm * 60mm dia
Pole dimension: up to 76mm

60 mm

Pole Reducer

Wall Mount

60 mm

150
mm

150

ZWB-CrosArm

This fixture has generous
exit / entry holes, in the arm
and the base plate, to feed the
wiring through

mm

m

150 m

ZWB-PoleRed
78 mm

ZWB-15 Degree

